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ABSTRACT  
 
 “Engineering is not merely knowing and being knowledgeable like a walking 
encyclopedia; but refining the art of aligning the dynamics of technological change.” 
                                                                                                      – Gordon S. Brown 

  
Seeing the panorama of an escalating rapidity in technological revolution, the emergent 
intricacy of engineering culture and exigency for ingenious engineering in the visage of 
universal race, engineering institutes global-wide are beleaguered to cultivate 
industrialized competences amongst potential, acclimatized, imaginative engineers. 
These competences should be versioned as constructive in any engineering profession, 
i.e. manifestation of running with prospects, triggering and administrating conceptual 
and empirical resources in the midst of indeterminate risks to inflate multi-disciplinary 
extensiveness in the engineering graduate supplementing their technical knowledge and 
proficiency. Intensifying such competences in engineering graduates entail a swap in 
the mode of how the engineering is skilled, and curricula is designed and evaluated. 
This educational modernization has been documented as a discrete fragment of study, 
which hooks up engineering education with exclusivity. The nascent erudition has 
promoted the progressive engineering strategy consisted of activating the action, 
venture projects, functioning with authentic issues, visualizing new-fangled proposals 
through edifice and alliance with corporatists. It reverberates on academic 
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contemplations concerning the educational configuration in professional engineering 
research, where expedient learning has been the ultimate pedagogy for professional 
competence advancement. Succinctly, the experimental andragogy accentuates focusing 
only student-centered projects, engrossing the student’s whole commitment and 
employing pertinent teaching-learning processes in line with tangible applications of 
real life. As the engineer should be an intermediary between the logician and the artisan 
like an exponent between two aliens by assimilating the dialect of both, pragmatically 
and ideally, this paper explores and explicates a concomitant pedagogical ethics in 
respect of facilitating the progress of professional competencies and skills of andragogy 
in the specialty of Advanced Engineering English. 

 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
 Ours is an age of pedagogy. Anxious parents educate their children an 
ever increasing extent, at younger and younger ages, until they’re perusing books to 
infants in the womb.  

– Alison Gopnik 
 
 With the switching over socioeconomics in global-wide have multiplied 
the endeavor of engineering sector to endow with incredible teaching and learning 
experiences that lift up boost up and deepen andragogues for their competitive career. 
Operational teaching and learning practices rely on appreciating whether the instructor 
incorporates varieties of appropriate teaching techniques to deal with the engineering 
students to adapt well. For instance, the learning style of the students is similarly 
authorized with the teaching methodology that leans to beat the indulgence of the 
course texture, reminisce the records longer and put into practice more efficaciously. 
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Thus, it is irrefutable fact that the contrariness between teaching 

methodologies and contemplating style impacts in futile teaching and learning; efforts 
must be positioned to extend more exceptional instructing strategies that effectively 
bolster engineering practice and palms on work in engineering classroom, explicitly on 
the significant factor and hall mark sign of of success in the 21st century world: 
English language, the lingua franca. It is a critical juncture on our accountability to 
proffer our students the chances as much as indispensable to broaden this topmost 
talent. English education not only guarantees achievement in academic and 
professional fronts, it additionally affords global presentation to the students. Expertise 
of English language empowers students with a invigorating disposition of the entire 
global. Regardless of having conflicting views constructed on utilization of diverse 
languages, there are similitudes, as well, to be observed across language structures of 
the modern century. Knowledge of English, on this manner, ensures comprehension 
of many a countries, their customs and traditions of society. It is in this way that 
androgogues of English language stand higher possibilities of becoming skilled 
students. English language learning presents opportunities to associate and apprehend 
evolved, growing and underdeveloped networks over the globe and is accordingly 
indispensable to achieve in international upbringing of academics and scholastics. With 
respect to educating and learning of English language, it is vital to view that 
communicative competence and language talent are interrelated and communally 
factoring to the grip of language useful for taking the bullet on the chest in their future 
profession. 
 
Communicative competence  

In India, students normally continue to be on the receiving end as far as direct 
classroom coaching is involved. But English language learning through recent 
methodologies assures better communicative competence with respect to the students 
as they are increasingly connected within practical mastering vibration that provokes 
extra participation from their facade. Communicative competence through English 
language is important to their instructional and expert success. In the twenty first 
century global which requests profitability and execution, communicative competence 
through capability in English language is significant to their scholarly and expert 
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achievement. For this reason, right from early education, sufficient grounding in 
English language is of paramount importance. Educating and learning English 
language needs to be strengthened based on open skill and capability during tutoring is 
practically mandatory.  
 
 Any endeavors towards instructing and learning of English language at under 
graduate will defer preferred outcomes only if due consideration is taken at the 
schooling level. Propelled level efficiency in English on the graduate stage depends, all 
around on how students are taught English at schools. In order to encourage students 
with satisfactory stages of capability in English language just as open skill, the 
instructional method and technique for the equivalent has seen and experienced 
colossal changes that started early in the end quarter of the 20th century along with 
innovative  advancement in technology. Since the time  the arrival of novelty in the 
principles of instruction, as other branches of understanding, educating and learning of 
English language and literature has versioned a sequence of modern experimentations 
in teaching method as well as pedagogy. There have been tries to outline the way of 
educating and learning. However theoreticians mainly concede to one factor in the 
method of educating English as a foreign language, a perplexing phenomenon, which 
consists of the following viewpoints:  
 
(a) Teaching through introductions and clarifications  
(b) Inviting participation of college students through performance  
(c) Appraisal, evaluation and assessment prompting language profiling of students.  

 
In the contemporary age, a successful Teaching Learning Process (TLP) of 

English happens whilst tutors and students effectively take part sharing duties 
commonly turning out on the proportion of requirements and obligations. An English 
faculty in India is predictable to put up with the learning needs of college students that 
budge in numbers as well as in mixed-ability class. Pupils concur that the teacher is also 
a prime factor permitting persuasive studying at the part of students. Besides the 
trainer, methodologies followed also make a decisive distinction. This raises the point 
of discussion encompassing the significance of tutor within the technique of learning. 
The students, on the other hand, want to face demanding situations, take up language 
errands, defeat their impediments and exceed expectations in learning. This may be 
accomplished by means of correct identity of excels and shortcomings set in 
opposition to their desire and openings.  

 
Knowing a foreign language additionally entails a better diploma of 

responsibility, experience of optimism and solid yielding in terms of efforts. The 
teachers of English therefore necessitate inspiring their students by the method of 
initiating their basic interest in mastering a foreign language. If the faculty delineates his 
academic intentions on one hand, the androgogues have not to evade their focus on 
targets on the other hand. It is similarly imperative to devise a strategy including 
interaction of dynamic learning lesson plans fusing language activities so as to 
empower the students for self learning past the immediate teaching. With a purpose to 
produce inspiration amongst students, the educator needs to adapt advanced strategies 
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helpful for the learning styles of the students. The learning styles allude to students’ 
direction in at least one of the various insights. English instructors want to plot a 
strategy integrating intellectual, socio-cultural, and psychological elements of 
heterogeneous gatherings of students. In view of the learning styles of students, the 
trainer can formulate his lesson plans in such a way that students work in gatherings of 
friends sharing comparative learning types, i.e. visual  shrewd students are preoccupied 
with utilization of books and understanding material, though visual smart students 
extravagant learning through drawing, outlines and pictures. Physical smart students 
want to involve bodily actions in the process of studying. The music smart students 
wish to study whilst engaged in rhythmic sounds. People smart students lean toward 
interaction, whereas self smart students want to be left in isolation for studying or 
writing works. The nature savvy students love to work out-of-doors amidst the 
beauties of nature while the philosophy smart persons relish learning passing through 
deliberation and rumination. 
 

Communicative competence additionally includes sharpening of four abilities 
– listening, speaking, reading and writing to decide use of language for individual, 
communal, scholastic and professional purposes. Capacity of learning would imply the 
students’ comprehension and assessment of their expert advancement coordinated 
with the information they get. Simultaneously, practicing key capability, the educator 
can devise arranging of conveyance of subject-matter, caliber to execute lesson plans 
just as making a decision about measures for appraisal of students. Other than these 
capabilities, the educator is required to have a capacity to learn, to assess his 
instructional and professional improvement and to integrate his learning with his actual 
classroom method. Educators with such abilities as referenced above flip their 
classroom into an event place wherein students appreciate learning freely as indicated 
by their learning styles.  

 
The method of teaching includes previously mentioned abilities that the 

instructors must have so as to actualize successful approaches of learning amongst 
students. Originated on the above discernments, Teaching and Learning English (TLE) 
in India may be cited and premeditated (Annexure 1). Thus, it is in this logic that an 
overview and brief examination of apposite methodology towards TLE, the 
Communicative Language Teaching style takes the leading place.  
 
Communicative Language Teaching (CLT):  

Identity of the communicative components in trendy and expanding 
requirement for better informative aptitudes in English has made broad interest of 
learning and educating of English over the world. The twenty first century also has 
witnessed critical flood and spray in number of individuals who need to accomplish 
mastery over English for diverse functions starting from schooling to career goals. 
Individuals of the advanced world get English deliberately through human activities 
like studying abroad, touring, international trade programs, formal, casual and academic 
literatures, multimedia and sound and the digital universe of the Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). The overall interest for capability in English had 
required subjective yield from educators and students of English. It additionally 
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requires quality in terms of technique, sources, appraisal and assessment. The students 
seek to ace English to a necessary degree of precision and familiarity. There is 
additionally an awesome professional demand for good communicative skills in 
English to make certain achievement. Accuracy and fluency are requirements for 
progress and advancement within the academic world. Such a circumstance requires a 
strategy that takes into account the communicative dreams of students of English. It is 
gritty that the curriculum construction of English, chiefly deal with the students to 
have profligate for the tactic communicative method and pledge that they teach 
English through enlightening technique. However, while examined to give their 
clarification on communicative method, after preliminary enthusiasm, they bumble for 
solid answers.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
To disperse misguided judgments encompassing CLT, the factors really worth 
gazing are:  
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 Language mastering is a matter of practice; mere theoretical data doesn't 
prompt capability.  

 CLT stresses the aptitude of speaking over other three fundamental abilities of 
listening, reading and writing.  

 The class room witnesses a lot of activities and participation from students 
who are engaged in meaningful conversation.  

 The CLT targets exactness just as fluency, not at the expense of sensible 
cognizance with respect to students. Anchored in the above traits of the CLT, 
it is figured out that this structure deems acclimatizing requirements of 
students to be of serious worth. Not just that, it also covers number one 
dynamic classroom exercises that encourage mastering among students. 
 
Communicative competence is the pinnacle in the stream of CLT (Annexure 

2). In contrast to the idea of syntactic competence that demands on specialized 
information on English language, the CLT underlines communicative elements of 
English. Emphasis on rules, structures and mere reproduction of right expressions and 
sentences are suggested impediments loomed by the structural and syntactic 
methodology; while the CLT allows students empowers to create and gift their ideas, 
thoughts and perspectives through significant correspondence as it goes beyond the 
principles of grammar and transforms ordinary language students into perfect 
performers of English. The CLT does not thoroughly demolish or underestimate the 
vicinity for grammar or technicalities of language included in that as it covers following 
components of language taking into contemplation that beyond learning. This 
advocates that the paradigm shift brought on through CLT has affected the subsequent 
adjustments in methods towards teaching and learning of English: 
a) Learner Autonomy: It recommends move from instructor-driven way to deal 

with student friendly situation wherein students can practice decisions as far as 
determination of subject-matter, strategy of learning and even modalities relating 
to reality. 

b) Pro - Social Learning: Under the CLT technique, it is inferred that learning can 
be done through co-activity and mutual effort. It upholds between character and 
network among students of various backgrounds and special dreams. 

c) Curricular Integration: It calls for structure of educational program on English 
in reference to other curricula with the goal that the subject of language is not 
always remote from the principle flow of teaching and learning happening at 
educational institutes. It incorporates choice of writings endorsed for the 
predefined motivation behind learning English.  

d) Focus on Meaning: What lies at the premise of learning is acceptable cognizance 
of the content being educated. The investigation of significance is carried out 
through substance content material-based instructing, which is one of the most 
significant parts of the CLT approach.  

e) Thinking Skills: Further to the discussion on Abraham Maslow’s Pyramid of 
Learning Needs, it is to be perceived that language should create higher order 
thinking skills, particularly critical and lateral thinking. With respect to teaching and 
learning of language, it implies that students need to proceed onward from the 
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fundamental result of language figuring to their development and use of intuition 
abilities, in actual existence, academic or professional.  

   

 
f) Diversity: Any gathering of students is set apart with heterogeneity of some type 

in phrases of the adapting needs of students and their methodologies towards 
language learning. Any teaching approach needs to consider such variations 
triumphing amongst students and never endeavor to limit them within one fixed 
approach. It is, consequently, important to welcome responses from students in 
building learning procedures for them.  

g) Eccentric Assessment: This incorporates task-based learning offering students 
an assortment of learning assets, beyond books and fixed arrangement of issues, as 
multimedia, interdisciplinary compositions and excerpts from journalism. 
Evaluation depends on such differed sources encourages students for thorough 
procurement of the Second Language.  

h) Teacher as co-student: The CLT procedure activated changes in outlook that 
incorporates the changing function of educators who are currently seen as 
facilitators during the process of learning. The obsolete job of educators has been 
replaced with more pro-active duties. Other than being a facilitator, the present-
day educator additionally needs to connect with him in inquire about at the degrees 
of content improvement, teaching methodologies, utilization of ICT and making 
appraisal designs for proper assessment of students. Thus the CLT highlights the 
functionalities of language instead of a confined spotlight on syntax and structural 
practices. The key commitment of the CLT in the field of language instructing is to 
be found in its accentuation on pertinence and consumption of varieties of 
language learned by students who can make use of present and produce language 
fitness under genuine circumstances.  

 
 The standards and practices of the CLT strategy uncover the accompanying 
highlights to the extent that educating and learning of English is concerned: 
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1. Communicative interface in the classrooms  
2. Energetic contribution from learners  
3. Suppleness in ways and Means of learning  
4. Learning with a sense of delight and reward  
5. Learning through target language  
6. Trial and error learning Approach Liberty of choice in medley of study 

materials  
7. Spotlight on meaning all through the process of learning  
8. Constructive corroboration of strengths, abilities and inclinations  

 
 The previously mentioned features highlight the fact that the CLT approach 
contains communication dependent on practical circumstances wherein educators and 
students of English draw in themselves on the TLP of English. Regardless of such 
analysis, the CLT procedure has capitulated cheering outcomes on the grounds of 
certainty, fluency and profitability accomplished by students in their informative 
abilities utilizing English as a widely-used language. 
 
Dynamic Techniques of Teaching English:  

Teaching English depends upon at the enormity of abilities, skills and update 
information of English instructors. The task of English educator has amazingly 
changed because of various components comprising of cultural, social, economical and 
generation qualities across the globe. Because of globalization, every sector is changing 
quickly and in turn the teacher needs to upgrade and supersede information in novel 
methods to fulfill the need of changing over innovation. English language educators 
should be ultramodern, creative and imaginative. They should possess exhaustive 
comprehension of the subject, and embrace new methods to exchange social, financial 
figures of the nation. At this factor English language educators have four basic duties: 

 

 Need to perceive context based assets in step with students’ association and 
creates suitable activities and so one can make open doors for fortifying every 
language and computerized gifts.  

 Crave to instruct the skills fundamental to feature within the virtual age, 
together with perusing and composing virtual literary texture and chatting and 
distributing on the web.  

 Digital education aptitudes are executed consistently and in an included 
manner so that the language route is sound in inclination to an assortment of 
detached segments. 

 
English Language instructing with a Specialization in ICT and Multimedia:  

Literacy in Information and Communication Technology (ICT) is fundamental 
to lifestyles in our contemporary technological society. It is a valuable bequest to 
smarten instructing and learning. For educators ICT is an expert guide, a technique for 
addressing lecture room transport and a source of valid and treasured text kinds. For 
instructors and students, ICT offers chances to communicate effectively and to expand 
proficiency abilities such as gifts in crucial literacy. The use of ICT within the English 
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classroom stretches out beyond its persuasive incentive to address key outcomes of the 
curricula and grant students to rise as equipped clients as well as customers in English.  
Research proposes that incorporating ICT into the English educational program can:  
 

 Progress writing and analyzing skills  

 Develop speaking and listening capabilities  
 

• Help coordination, inventiveness, unprejudiced mastering and reflection.  
 
As an interactive and community medium, ICT allows in responding, forming, 

and digital book to be effectively shared and gives students the chance to find the 
language of texts extra imaginatively and expand as sound framework, authors and 
readers for an ever-extending assortment of purposes and audiences. The usage and 
integration of ICT devices can in fact help students in securing English Language 
competency notwithstanding to enliven the best of their becoming more acquainted 
with glory, but the discussion of get entry to and fairness in consequence, that ought to 
be widened to include a debate roughly access to viable models of ICT for educating 
learning. Such a method moves the discussion from tallying PC frameworks, analyzing 
the technology price range and ascertaining the scope of hours, which students spend 
on PCs to a consideration of differentiating among the particular ways by which the era 
is utilized.  
 

In our digitalized world, the application of computers for language learning 
has to be augmented as an appropriate aspect of our daily existence. Personal 
Computers (PC) have been in huge part of the development of English-speaking 
nations. The PC administrators interacted with the applications utilizing commands in 
English. The web represents the way technologies had been uniting – telephone, 
television and new client technology, which incorporate multimedia computer systems. 
Subsequently, it might be say that PCs have made language concentrating simple and 
made the language acing method intriguing and a good time for every mentor and 
understudy eventually of the division.  

 
Computer Assisted Language learning (CALL) has diminished the burden of 

the instructor whose teaching techniques can be out dated to coach language to 
advanced age of the world. It is exemplified as one of the instinctive schemes that 
could aid an androgogue with regards to own ability to investigate, which enhances his 
language assistance. CALL consents to the student to look back the traditional method 
of learning and also supports contemporary method of self-learning.  

 
With the guide of the use of multimedia age, that is the blend of different 

computerized media which incorporates printed content, pictures, audio and video, 
into a fused multi-tangible interactive software or presentation to convey realities to 
the audience. The central intention of this is to acknowledge the sound, textual content 
pix, animation, motion pictures and interesting context that might be made and 
accessed from electronic devices comprise of pc, mp3 gamers, cell phones, and iPods. 
The teacher utilizes multimedia to modify the subject-matter of the texture. It will 
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assist the educator with representing in an extra meaningful manner, the use of stand-
out media factors. These media components can be changed into computerized 
structure, which changed and custom designed for the final presentation. Besides, by 
utilizing multimedia inside the classroom, the researchers can comprehend the training 
by developing self-questioning capacity with integration of four capabilities such as 
LSRW abilities.  

 
 

II. CONCLUSION 
 

In this milieu, it is time to shed away our postcolonial indignation and get into 
the right track of learning effective language skills. All the accessible language teaching 
techniques might be proper to various settings. There is no one single technique 
unequivocally suggested in instructing English, since the level of the students contrasts 
from each other. In this way, it gets inescapable for an educator to know various 
techniques for teaching and learning awareness with varieties of strategies to help him 
apply the significant strategy in his classroom effectively. In this way, any specialized 
techniques that fill this need without pulverizing the target could be considered as 
inventive strategies for educating. The deployment of creative strategies in educational 
institutions has the potential not exclusively to improve education, also to engage 
individuals, reinforce administration and electrify the push to accomplish the human 
developments. 
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Annexure 2 

For Reference: Summary of Language-Learning Methods 

 

       


